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Survey Shows Need to Comparison Shop
By Susan Treutler
Guest Writer
A llendale -Married students and
students living off-campus often
become scholars in economy through
sheer necessity

They have known for generations
that parties can be built around
Kool-Aid and popcorn and that
acceptable dinner fare is often
macaroni and cheese and lettuce
salads with homemade vinegarette
But the stronghold of living on a

budget is still comparison shopping
A recent study of prices at area
supermarkets revealed that knowing
where to shop is often as important as
knowing what to buy
A simple examination of nutritional
value is a must for students who want
to get the most of their grocery dollar
and menu planning to avoid impulse
' shopping is an added plus Those are
chores that must be borne by the
student alone
The recent examination of store
prices by Grand Valley State College
journalism students, however, can help
students decide where to get the most
for their money
The journalism class, underwent the
tuteledge of Prof Theodore Berland
went into seven supermarkets and
priced 16 items that the average
student would normally purchase
Included were coffee, milk, beer
ground beef, pork chops, orange juice
and other staples

They compared supermarkets in and
sround the Allendale area and in Grand
Haven where many GVSC students
live
The study revealed that prices
differed widely even among chain
stores Not surprisingly, the study also
showed that unbranded items carried
the lowest prices The quality ol the
various brands was not considered and
students would do well to conduct their
own comparisons based on the items
and brands that they prefer
Not all of the stores surveyed carried
aii 16 items, making the study less than
conclusive, but certain trends are worth
noting Rich's Food Market in Grand
Haven sold Maxwell House coffee at
$9 29 for a three pound can Shop
Rite m Standale offered the same
product lor $9 58 Those costs were
far above Great Day in Shawmul Hills
which ottered the brew for $8 79 The
S e e " S u r v e y " o n p. 2

Violence and Religion:
G.V. S tu d e n t fro m B ahrain to
Lecture on M iddle East, H isto ry
By Jeff Brand
News Editor
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News Capsule

NobelPrize*Announcedl

State

Local

P ric e s
fo r
ga s in
Michigan fell almost two cents
• a gallon last week.
According to AAA of
Michigan, self-serve grades
of gasoline (unleaded and
regular) have averaged less
than a dollar-a-gallon since
mid-March.
U of M President Harold
T. Shapiro got an 8.5 percent
pay raise this week for the
1986-87 academic year. He
will now make $127 thousand
annually.
The Board of Regents there
awarded the increase Friday.
A 4.7 percent increase was
budgeted for raises in faculty
and teaching assistant
salaries.
G u b e rn a to ria l
candidates B ill Lucas and
Gov. Jam es Blanchard
debated in Detroit Monday.
This was the second debate
between the two in a week.
The last was held in Grand
Rapids on Wednesday.

Helen Thom as,
UPI
White House Bureau Chief
spoke to area Journalists this
weekend at the third annual
Journalism Conference.
Thomas captivated her
audience of about 50 with
descriptions of her years
covering presidents since
Kennedy. She joined the UPI
Washington bureau in 1943
and went to the White House
in 1961.
The Press Club of Grand
Rapids
sponsored
the
conference which ran from
8:00a.m .
to
4 :30p.m .
Saturday. Topics such as
Business reporting, Medical
writing, Investigative reporting
and Libel were discussed.
M any
Grand*“ V a lle y
professors and staff attended
including WGVC-FMs Sam
Eiler, Channel 35s George
Lott and Journalism Professor
Theodore Berland.
Students from Grand Valley
and
C e n tra l
M ichigan
University also were present.

Compiled by Jeff Brand

National

International

Speaker of the House,
Thomas "Tip" O'Neill, Jr.
retired Saturday when the
99th Congress adjourned.
Rep. O 'N eill, D -M ass.t
made an emotional farewell
speech ending ten years of
service as the Speaker of the
H o u s e --th e
lo n g e s t
consecutive term in the
history of the position.
Rep. James K. Wright,
D-Tex., will replace O'Neill
when the 100th Congress
since the ratification of the
Constitution is scheduled to
convene on Jan. 6.
Between 16 and 20
crates with Russian and
Spanish writing on the sides,
filled with live mortar shells,
were found along the
beaches of eastern Florida
Saturday.
According to Navy officials
and p o lice there, the
weapons either came from a
freighter that sank two weeks
ago off the Florida coast or
from the Soviet submarine
which sank off the coast of
Bermuda on Oct. 6.

October is Nobel Prize
month. The Nobel Assembly
of Stockholm's Karolinska
Institute has awarded these
1986 Nobel Prizes:
‘ M e d icin e:
American
biochemist Stanley Chohen,
63, from Vanderbilt; and
Ita lia n -A m e ric a n
R ita
Levi-Montalcini, 77, of The
Institute of Cell Biology in
Rome; each aided in
u n d e rs ta n d in g
"G row th
factors" and diseases caused
by tum o rs and senile
dementia.
‘ Peace: Nazi Holocaust
survivor Elie Wiesel, 58, a
naturalized American now
living in New York City, has
w ritte n
s e v e ra l
books
outlining com m itm ent to
human dignity and ending
repression worldwide.
‘ C h e m is tr y :
Three
w in n e r s - - D u c ile y
R.
Herschbach, 54, of Harvard
University; Yuan T. Lee, 50,
born in Taiwan, now at the
University of California; and

See "Nobel" on p. 15

Officer Stops Student at Computer Center
By Jeff Brand
News E ditor
Safety
and
S e cu rity
D irector A llen
W ygant
reported Monday that the
department had a slower
than normal weekend.
On Friday, a student
reported to Campus Security
that her late-model vehicle
had been vandalized in
Kistler parking lot. According
to Wygant, the vandal used a

"S u rv e y ”

from p.

key or a similarly pointed
object to scratch the length of
the car.
No estimates on damage
costs have been filed yet.
A 23-year-old Grand Valley
male was stopped Sunday
night after entering the
computer center, which was
closed at the time, police
said.
The student explained to
the officer that he needed to

1

other stores surveyed, Shop Rite in
Allendale, Meijers on Plainfield and
Jenison and D&W all offered it for
$8.99.
Based on that item alone, it would
seem that only students living in
Standale or Grand Haven would profit
by shopping in those communities
Other items showed sim ilar
discrepancies.
A half-gallon of milk
could be purchased for $1 09 at every
store except D&W where it was
substantially higher than the norm at
$1 13
While comparing average costs
based on the complete purchase at

re trie v e
m ate rfal
and
information from software.
Although the event could
have been classified as an
illegal entry, Wygant said,
"There's a case where an
officer used good judgement.
But the student could have
found himself in court this
morning on arraignment for
Breaking and Entering."
He also stressed, "Students
should be aware of business
hours."

each store would be invalid because
not all stores carried all itmes, it should
be noted that Great Day carried six of
the lowest prices noted in the study
The high cost of a six pack of beer
there, however, greatly added to the
total of the market basket at the
Shawmut Hills store.
Rich's and
Meijer's in Jenison offered beer for
$1 79 while Great Day's lowest price
was 90 cents more.
A small box of macaroni and cheese,
however, was just 15 cents at Great
Day, compared to a high 25 cents at
Meijer's on Plainfield
Students will find value in noting the
average cost of individual items
purchased at each store and can use

Monday morning, a car
struck a deer at the
intersection of M-45 and 40th
ave.
The driver of the
vehicle, w h o p o lic e r e p o r t
w as

not

a

G ra n d

V a lle y

student, was not seriously
injured.
The matter was turned over
to the Ottawa County
Sherrifs Department.
S afety
and
S e cu rity
reported that parking stickers

the figures for comparison
The average cost of the items are:
$1.70 for a pound of ground chuck,
$2.50 for a pound of center cut pork
chops, $1.24 for a 12-ounce can of
Minute Maid orange juice, $9.08 for the
coffee, 80 cents for a jumbo roll of
Scott paper towels, 75 cents for a
dozen medium eggs, $2.00 for a
pound of Land o' Lakes butter, $2 16
for All laundry detergent in a 49-ounce
box, $1.40 for Downy fabric softener,
$ 1.59 for an 18-ounce jar of Skippy
peanut butter, $1.18 for the milk,
$181 for a pound of Oscar Mayer
franks, $1 65 for a five pound bag of
Pioneer sugar, 19 cents for macaroni
and cheese and $2 02 for beer

blue avenue

for student parking in
residence lots have sold out
for the spaces available.
"We created a dorm
overflow parking lot in C,"

said Wygant.
About 30
students remain in need of
the stickers according to the
department and these are
now available in offices at the
Physical Plant.
The stickers will apply t o /
the parking near dorms arra
in Lot C which is nortfxtf the
Fieldhouse.

The survey-takers discovered that
chain stores are not necessarily the
cheapest and that only by comparing
individual items, can students
determine which store is the best for
them
CO RR EC TIO N
In the Oct. 8, 1986 issue, page 9
Author Rita Marker was incorrectly quoted in the
last column of the article as saying, "A recent
medical journal (The Medical Tribune March 27
1985) claims that spoon feeding could not be
artificial (feeding) ' This was a typesetting error
The correct quote should have read, "A recent
medical journal (The Medical Tribune March 27,
1985) claims that spoon feeding could be artificial
(feeding)
In the Oct 15, 1986 issue, page 16
Stephen Cooper's middle initial was typed P His
name is Stephen B Cooper
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Iceland Summit: In your
opinion, how could it
have been more successful?
Compiled by Arthur Radlicki

Ken Ozanich
Graduate Student
"It was a wonderful photo
opportunity for both leaders
that needed a lot more
planning."

Nancy Mack
Graduate Student
"I'm not exactly sure what
I think, Russia says one
thing and we say the exact
opposite. I think some pro
gress was made It will help
other arms talks in Geneva."

Audra Culp
Graduate Student

David Glicker
Senior

"The reason it really didn't
go is because Reagan
didn't confine SDI to the lab
It was a propaganda move
on both sides "

"Somebody has to take a
step I feel it's basically all
a big game And if the
game is too complicated
they should learn to play a
different one "

Brett Visser
Sophomore
"I don't think anything
happened. It was a face-off.
No one would make any
concessions They just
i ratified their positions."

Kim Shaw
Junior
"I don't know They
had a quarrel"

E d ito rial:
Reagan, Gorbachev
Disappoint World

------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------By Jeff Brand
News Editor
A full page of the latest Sears sale catalog was recently
devoted to toy soldiers. The advertisement keenly showed the
plastic men in formation, preparing for battle. Socialization at
childhood is important.
Said Vladimir Lenin, "Give me four years to teach the children
and the seed I have sown will never be uprooted." This is not,
and was not in Lenin's day, a new concept. St. Francis Xavier
said, "Give me the children untii they are seven, and anyone may
have them afterwards."
Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev are products of their
systems. They were children when the doctrines of their
countries were in full play. They brought with them to Rykjavik
Bay in Iceland their own plans for success.
For Reagan, success in Iceiand was limited reduction in
Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs), continuation with his
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) and the product: greater
popularity at home.
For Gorbachev, a productive summit would have concluded
with a 50 percent reduction in warhead, elimination of Reagan's
SDI project except for laboratory research and increased
popularity at home.
Both men got the heat in their respective countries, so both
agreed to meet in an October summit
The product: Two pensive leaders, each wondering why the
other was an idiot, each more stubbornly prepared to annihilate
the world than to compromise their proposals and positions.
Initiating the summit, the Soviets wanted to talk. Responding,
American officials wanted to set a date for talking while bringing
with them new ideas.
At the climax, Reagan and Gorbachev reached the conclusion
that they would cut nuclear warheads by 12,000. Most
surprisingly, both sides agreed to reduce the number of
European-based weapons to zero and limit similar missies in Asia
to 100 each.
The denoument, however left two superpowers and two
leaders as ready as before to end problems in the Middle East.
Central America and South Africa by maintained ability to destroy
all life on Earth No changes were made And from Iceland
appropriately enough, the cold war continued

Laden with false notions, ensconced in dominating world politics the United Slates and the
Soviet Union are more like one another than either would care to admit t lowever both countries
led by men of their respective teachings maintain adversaria! positions Positions that t.i.e
increasingly leathal power
So peace is now the deontology of every leader every human it s t m-- 1 put " t ,
away and play for keeps
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The views of two recent
speakers concerning chance
as the cause of evolution
were published in the
Lanthorn It is obvious that
neither Craig James a local
weatherman
nor Walter
Sullivan the science editor
for the New York Times, have
an adequate understanding
of the interaction of chance
and necessity (what Charles
Darwm called selection) in
evolution
W alter
Sullivan
was
quoted as saying “It s hard to
believe this could have all
just simply evolved without
any direction but it probably
did" while Craig James
contended that an MIT
computer test showed that
4 5 billion years does not

provide enough time for life
to evolve by chance into
man Craig James then went
on to erroneously argue that
an experiment designed to
test the inheritence of
acquired characters refuted
the neo Darwinian theory of
adaptive
e volution
by
selection which, m contrast
is based on Mendelian
inheritance, not Lamarckian
inheritance
The choice facing readers
s not one between a
n a tu ra lis tic
theory
of
evolution based solely on
chance and a nonscientific
theory that contends design
was created directly by a
God
The choice between
evolution and instantaneous
creation by a diety is not a
choice between chance and
design

Charles Darwm presented
us with another alternative
that has withstood numerous
tests- his theory of adaptive
evolution by natural, sexual
and artificial selection Both
mutation and the differential
reproduction of genes due to
sampling error are chance
processes 'hat play a role in
evolution Superimposed on
these chance processes is
Darwinian selection, the
force that gives adaptive
d irectio n
to
evolution
Selection produces adaptive
evolution, the nonrandom
reproduction of genes in a
DOpulation This nonrandom
'eproduclion of genes comes
about as the result of
See " W a v e s ” o n p. 14

Three Spark Laughs
By Karen Kacynski
Assistant Editor
Three "funny men" entertained
approximately 60 Grand Valley
students Wednesday, October 15, in
Kirkhof Center's Promenade Deck
The comedians, Kevin Matthews,
Dan Ballard, and The Amazing
Jonathon, were brought to the campus
by the Public Relations Student
Society of America (PRSSA) as a club
fundraiser.
Kevin Matthews made his second
comedy appearance at the college. A
G.V.S.C. alumnus, he was voted "The
Funniest Man in Michigan1984-85."
Matthews formerly worked at WLAV FM
where he had his own show, "Kev's
Morning Cafe"
The comedian kept his audience
laughing by impersonating famous
people and by using his own zany
sense of humor when describing the
uncommon uses of feminine napkins.
"All a woman has to do hold up two of
these and she won't have to worry
about being mugged or raped!" he
said

When the Lanthorn asked Matthews
how it felt to be back at Grand Valley, he
replied, "It's nice to be back. It's like a
vacation because the crowd was so
relaxed."
When he isn't touring, Matthews
does stand-up comedy in St. Louis,
Missouri where he currently makes his
home.
Dan Ballard is a D.J. at WLAV FM and
the host of the late night show "The
13th Hour" on WZZM TV
Ballard made jokes about his
baldness and had the crowd roaring
over stories of his four childrens'
adventures.
"We had a great time!" Ballard said
after the show.
The Kevin Matthews' impression o l Sammy Davis Jr.... with rabies.
Photo by Arthur Radlido
The Amazing Jonathon made an
unexpected visit to the show
M
Originally from Detroit, Jonathon has
been on David Letterman, HBO and
has toured all over the country His act
included using a volunteer from the
audience to help perform hilarious By Kimberly Navarre
even offered gifts for the host. Generic
magic tricks.
napkins, Hawian Leis, and "beer
Campus Life W riter
The trio also performed sold out
imported from Wallyworld, California"
The Nite Club Series offered an
shows in Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo
were just a few.
outrageous evening, on October 16,
last week
"We've worked with the board game
that allowed friends (families) to
Ask me any question, we're hot," said
compete for prizes in the family feud
Joe Haskell, Junior. I'm Clark from the
competition. Eight "families” competed Griswald family."
and the winners of each round
"I work at a video store, so that's how
received $50 in prize money
we came up with the idea", explained
All questions were based on surveys
Wendy Vanderhaar, sophomore, who
which were passed out to students on
played Grandma Griswald
campus A game show host was in
Overall the show proved to be
charge of conducting each round,
successful
and the audience showed
while judges looked on and tabulated
their
approval
"I thought it was o k "
scores Also, a special appearance of
said
Frank
Courser,
Junior "I like the
"Vanna Black" was arranged to help
fact
that
they
let
everyone
do what they
display the top five answers given
want
and
be
creative
"
"Since Richard couldn't make it
"It was a success " comment*1"
tonight, I feel kind of honored," said
Kathy
Little, member of the Proqra”
Dave Le Clerc. Junior, game show
Board "I think they'll go ahead and
'
host "Unfortunately I was told by the
administrators that I was not allowed to again There was a lot of participation
I uture shows are schedule f ' ■
kiss members of the opposite sex "
October 23. Denny and l • ■
"It was a lot ot fun." added Lon
Nov ember 6
Barbara
Ba • .
Kmq fieshman game show hostess
Fach team had a gimmick to add Hutchinson, and November 13 GVL>
Studio Jazz Orchestra
originality to their families and some

Families" Compete in Feud

Ideals are like stars, you will not
succeed m touching them with your
hands But like the seafaring man on

the desert ot waters you choose tn- -•
us your guides and following them ,
will reach your destiny
-Carl Schurz

4 FINE STORES TO BETTER
HELP YOU!
Jf produt- tKj J vV

51 Monroe Mall N.W.
1533 Wealthy S.E.

3150 Plainfield
2883 Wilson, Grandville
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"Investigation" Audience
To
Participate
There is no verdict issued at the end
By Jan Cheryl Allen
of: the play; ballot boxes will be
Campus Life Writer______________ ________
available to deliver your own verdict.
The keynote in understanding the Due to the nature of the subject
title of this article, is that the play, "The matter, the play has a Restricted rating
Investigation," is to be a participatory (No one under 17 will be admitted.)
experience, not a theatrical viewing by The cast of thirty-eight includes no "star
an idle audience. In my interview with parts" in the traditional sense. The cast
play director Roger Ellis, he expressed consists of faculty, staff, guest artists
the concept; "The lights will be left on, and students; the play is about two
■witnesses’ are placed in the audience- hours with an intermission. From the
audience and stage become one hall, a enthusiasm of the director, this is surely
public tribunal."
a play to experience!
Controversial playwright,
Peter
There will be many cast members
Weiss, has been criticized
for his from the tri-county area. Actresses
views that the roles of victims and Carol Fletcher, Susan Walker-Kniola
torturers are always interchangeable. and Karen Davis will be returning in
The Investigation is an overview of the guest performances with Theatre
Holocaust; one without Swatikas, Nazi Grand Valley. They have also appeared
uniforms and labelled victims. It is a trial in productions at the Civic Theatre,
of war crimes presented in simple Circle in the Park and Actors Theatre.
contrast of perpetrator/victim. It is The two attorneys, Gina Gaskill and Ted
meant as a contemporary theme- Ellis Jawor are from the Muskegon area;
believes that the play is "very timely in and a local disc jockey, Steve Ruba,
light of what is happening today in from station JOY-F.M., portrays one of
South Africa, Poland, Guatemala, the defendants.
The cast also
Afghanistan, El Salvador and includes staff and faculty members
Cambodia.” He also feels that the Wayne Kinzie and Laura Gardner
mode of the performance, much of it Salazar, as court officials. In the ranks
centered around the audience, of the accused, Lisa Davis of Holland
expresses the contemporary aspect. and Margaret Bently from Rockford
The historical evidence is accurate, plead their cases. One of the more
though the play makes no attempt to controversial characters who pleads
recreate Nazi Germany on stage.
obedience will be portrayed by Ray
During the interview, Ellis related his Gautreau; he was seen in G.V.S.C.’s
thought that if
history were to last two productions of "The Real
repeat itself in high technology, the Inspector Hound” and "Red Ryder".
effects could be devastating in so short
There are no reserved seats- general
a time, so efficient and so complete, no admission is $4.50, $2.00 for G.V.S.C.
one would have time to act. One of alumni. The play opens October 31,
Weiss' most controversial beliefs was and runs weekends through November
that it was not necessarily anything in 9
Performances are at 8:00 p.m.
the . Jew ish. culture that h a d c a u s e d
Friday and Saturday evenings; there is
them to be the victims; that it could a Sunday matinee at 2:00 p.m. The
have been anyone. Weiss was himself play will be held in Louis Armstrong
a survivor of the Holocaust
Theater

Computer Fair Makes Second Appearance
By Amy Klofkorn
Campus Life Editor
The IBM Corporation held a
computer fair in the upper level of
the Kirkhof Center on Tuesday,
October 14, in conjunction with
Grand Valley's computer center.
Approximately 100 students,
staff and faculty attended the fair to
see the latest
innovative IBM
computers and printers Visitors who
signed in were eligible to win tote
bags or stuffed animals
Included on display were the IBM
Convertible, Infowindow, quiet
printers and various portable
computers which can be carried

easily to and from campus. These
are ideal for students Also featured
on display was the PC 256 K which
can be bought through the
computer center for $1000
According to IBM representative
Brad Blair, representatives tour
those colleges which have an
agreement to make and sell IBM
products as the computer center
does Products are remarketed to
students, staff and faculty
IBM
representatives tour the college
circuit, visiting each PC affiliate
yearly
This was IBM's second
computer fair held at Grand Valley
For more information concerning
IBM equipment, contact Fred
Combs at 895-3572

Nazi Occupation
Susan Swanson
Campus Ufa Writer______________
Evading the Nazis was alf in a days
work for Peter and Andriana Termaat
during the German occupation of the
Netherlands in World War II.
The story of these two courageous
people unfolded last week as the
Grand Valley honors program "The
Holocaust" continued in Manitou Hall.
The Termaats told of the battle and
sudden conquest of their beloved little
country. "Imagine that enemy troops
have landed on the eastern seaboard
of America and six weeks later the have
subdued an area the size of the original
thirteen colonies," Termaat offered in
comparison. "All of a sudden,
everywhere you looked, stood and
enemy soldier with a gun."
During the five years of occupation
from 1940 to 1945, the couple raised
two small children, helped Jews
escape, and contributed to the
underground newspaper "Free
Netherlands."
Today, Mr. Termaat's least favorite
television program is "Hogan's
Hereos." On the contrary he stated,
"The Germans were a brutal and
exceptionally well- trained militia."
The "Holocaust" course was created
under the direction of Professor William
Baum with the assistance of Professor
Richard Joanisse. "We hope that
studying this horrendous phenomenon
of Hitler's Germany will make students

Kj CV FOUND

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1987.
The Air Force has a special pro
gram for 1987 BSNs If selected,
you can enter active duty soon
after graduation—without waiting
foi the results of your Sfate Boards
To qualify, you must have an
overall "ET average. After commis
sioning, you'll attend a five-month
internship at a major Air Force
medical facility It's an excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you'll have serving
your country as an Air Force nurse
officer For more information, call

(517)337-6894 collect

Archie’s
BEER, WINE, LIQUOR,
LOTTERY
♦FR E E IC E *

WITH

KEG BEER
F'andale

453-IDD7

francois cauvin

blue avenue
DG6 I UMS
UJONOCElNt* IP

see that humans can easily deceive
themselves about what is going on all
around them ,” Professor Baum
explained. "It is important that people
establish a sense of obligation to their
fellow human beings during their value
forming years of age 18 to 22.
Professor Baum is planning to attend
a Holocaust conference in Philadelphia
this November. Telford Taylor, a
Nuremberg Prosecutor, will be the
guest speaker.
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This week's focus: The Housing Office
By Karen Kacynski
Assistant E ditor___
I was walking to class the other day,
enjoying the weather. I expected it
would change tor the worse before my
class period was over, so I strolled very
casually.
As I glanced at Kirkhof pond I
noticed two gentlemen from the
Physical Plant wading through the
water with pitchforks. "Fishing?," I
thought.
Then I noticed that on the rim of the
pond lie a mass of green slime, which
the men had removed from the water's
edge. No sooner had I made this
revelation than the two gentlemen
began heaving more of the slime (it
appeared to be seaweed or moss)
onto the outlying grass.
It was like the first time I saw
someone paint the lines in the street.
I had always wondered who performed
the task. Well, another of life’s
mysteries was solved; I now knew who
removed slime.
I was watching "60 Minutes" Sunday,
enjoying my bit of educational
programming for the weekend. It was
the first program I had seen in three
days that didn't involve some type of
ball, or musical instrument.
The opening story dealt with
Eugene Hasenfus, a U.S. citizen
captured by Nicaraguan troops when
his plane was shot down over the
country on Oct. 5, killing the three
other passengers on board.
Hasenfus and his crew members
were smuggling arms to contra rebels

in Nicaragua, before the plane was
shot down. The aftermath disclosed
an entire arms network to the rebels,
run by American citizens in San
Salvador.
The operation is also believed to be
linked to the C.I.A. In fact, Hasenfus
told "60 Minutes’” Mike Wallace that he
was recruited by a former C.I.A. agent
to take on the mission. Hasenfus and
his accomplice were involved with the
C.I.A. during the Vietnam War.
Now this is excitement, espionage
something that only happens in the
movies. Like Indiana Jones, but with a
strange twist.
I never imagined someone actually
doing this for a living. Hasenfus, when
asked what made him do it, subtly
replied, "It was a job."
Hasenfus will go on trial this week
before a three-member People's
Tribunal. It's sort of like a Judge
Wapner gang.
His comments to the media have
already convicted him. It's just a
matter of sentencing. Our government
is denying involvement, and refuses to
come to his rescue.
Hasenfus
believes that morally, they do have a
right to.
Was it all worth risking his personal
and family life? His credibility and
reputation? Hardly. He only made
$3,000 a month
for
this job.
Considering the risk involved, it makes
pitching the slime out of a pond look
pretty damn good!________ .

"Our basic purpose is meeting the
.housing needs of Grand Valley
students, whether on or off campus."
This philosophy comes from Andy
Beachnau, assistant director of
housing. The L a n th o rri spoke to
Beachnau about the various services
the Housing Office offers.
Primarily the office offers three
primary sources of housing:
the
residence halls, which house
approximately 900 students, the 99
Ravine Apartments, and outside
housing referrals.
The referral service is free.
Landlords simply need to contact the
Housing Office to have their housing
space listed.
The Housing Office is also
responsible for the campus Health
Services. The office has student
health insurance plans available for
those interested.
As Beachnau said, "Our office is
responsible for the good health and
good living of the students. We feel
that if we take care of the individuals,
the individuals will in turn take care of
their community."
Here's some new things that the
housing office is doing:
Did you know...
- that the dorms have three new hall

directors this year? Kistler has Sandy
Hachett, a Western Michigan University
graduate, Copeland has Terri Carlson, a
Michigan State University graduate and
Robinson has Larry Newbree, a Ball
State University graduate.
- that the dorms no longer have
janitors? The Housing Office has
started a program called "Community
Pride." Each floor is in competion for
the "Golden Broom" and "Silver
Broom" awards, which go t o . the
cleanest floors each week. Each floor
accumulates points for cleanliness and
the floor with the most points at the end
of each month gets the money that
would have normally been used for a
janitor. The money can be used for an
activity of the floor's choice.
- that the dorm discipline system has
been revamped? Students are no
longer "written up" but are instead
"referred" to the person they need to
talk to.
- that Campus View and Grand
Valley Apartments are now recognized
student housing of G.VS.C.? This
means that these complexes' residents
can choose representives to a special
board that will discuss any problems
students have with these complexes.
- that the dorms have $60,000 worth
of new lounge furniture?
That's it for the Housing Office. If you
have any housing questions, give the
office a call at 895-3531.
•“••*» ■■■■%•%■*»• •

JU N IO R & M ISSY
By James C. Fernald

SPORTSW EAR & DRESSES,

n iU t

WIT
badinage
banter
burlesque
drollery
facetiousness
fun
humor
jest
jocularity

YF.S...... WE HAVE LAYAWAY!

$ 4.00 OFF
HOURS:
Mon -Fri
(9:30-9)
Sat
( 9 5)
Closed Sun

any 1 item o f $20 , or more

( excluding sale items & layaway
coupons must he presented at
tune of purchase.

m o \F .
453-8817

I vp 1- 1 Hh

4045 Lake Michigan Dr. N W ( m Standale Plaza )
Grand Rapids , Ml 49504

joke
persiflage
playfulness
pleasantry
raillery
waggery
waggishness
witticism

W it is the quick perception of
unusual or commonly unperceived
analogies or relations between
things apparently unre'ated and has
oeen said to depend upon a union of
su/prise and pleasure, it depends
certainly on the production of a
diverting, entertaining, or merrymaking

surprise. The analogies with which wit
plays are often superficial or artificial.
humor deals with real analogies of an
amusing or entertaining kind, or with
traits of character that are seen to have
a comical side as soon as brought to
view. Wit is keen, sudden, brief, and
sometimes severe; hum or is deep
thoughtful, sustained, and always
kindly Pleasantry is lighter and less
vivid than wit. Fun denotes the merry
results produced by wit and humor, or
by any fortuitous occasion of mirth, and
is pronounced and often hilarious
Badinage denotes a delicate, often
lender, fun-m aking or bant er ,
p e r s i f l a g e is light and
flippant
conversation, often mocking but not
bitter; raillery is sharp, even sarcastic
ridicule
Antonym s: d u lln e ss,
gravity,
seriousness,
sobriety,
solem nity, s to lid ity , stupid ity.

REDKEN
FREE HAIRCUT
M e n cind w o m a n n e e d e d f o r R e d k e n a n d
Paul M itc h e ll P ro fe s s io n a l H am S e m in a r to
□
d em
m o n s t r a t e t h e l a t e s t h a i r s t y l e s . T h i s is
\ Ae/ iw
i-w
n n tmh e
y o u r ' cr - hn eamnmc eer mt noe rr' e i c\ / e ei iv- w
e =s > n
l o~ ioi <k' f n
r on m
to p m te n n a t o ra l h a ird e s ig n e rs .

•

PERM

•

COLOR

E o p a r t i c i p a t e , p l e a s e a t t e n d " M o d e l Cali"""
S a t u r d a y , N o v e m b e r 1, 5 : 0 0 p m a t t h e
A m w a y G r a n d P l a z a H o t e l in t h e E m e r a l d
P ip pm . □ r c a l l 9 4 2 - 4 6 4 0 f o r f u r t h e r i n f o r m a tro n . S h o u ld

be upen to

F R U L M IT C H E L L 5 Y 5 T E M 5

c ra n g e

in s t y l e .
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Campus Students
Dress In Fashion
By Suzanne Allen
Campus Life Writer
"Are you kidding me? Grand Valley
has the worst fashion," says Paul
Marville, a major in photography. "They
ju s t
d o n ’t
know
how
to
dress--especially the men."
If you've had this thought before,
you’re not alone. It's a popular feeling
that not enough people care about
how they look and dress. By taking a
glance around, clothes like old jeans
and flannel shirts are a common sight.
But don't take it too hard. Whether
these casual dressers know it or not,
they just might be the ones in fashion.
Accordmg to Nanette Marsh, a
salesperson at ID in the Woodland Mall,
flannel shirts are really big this fall. "We
sell tons of them! And they're going at
a good price."
Bargain prices as low as only eight
dollars can be found on store shelves.
That's cheap! The dream of every
broke college kid is to dress like a
model for almost nothing.
Flannel is not considered top fashion
material, but it's a start. Basics like this
can always be dressed up, or worn
under a sweater. Shoulder pads are
sometimes sewn into the Women's
shirts to add a dramatic look. Linings
are often put into Men's shirts making it
possible for them to use it as a
lightweight jacket as well.

Yes flannel has it, it no longer
holds a boring image. Bright yellows,
blues, and a lot of purple and greens.
Colorful prints such as pineapple and
paisley reds break the traditional role
flannel has held in the past.
At least now a few of you feel
better.
One student said he didn't know
they were in fashion. He wears them
because "they're comfortable." Being
comfortable comes first on his mind
when mid-term rolls around. "I can do
just about anything in them. Besides, |
they're easy to care for, and I'm a slob.”
Chris Milanowski, from the Gap in ,
the Woodland Mall, said that men are I
wearing them with a botton-down
T-shirt underneath. The prices are
higher here ($32.00) because they are |
made thicker . "I like to go mountain
climbina and I think they're warm. My
whole wardrobe is flannel," she says
with a smile. "I even sleep in them."
Well, fashion as Grand Valley might
not go to that extreme. But many
students are wearing them; that is
probably why the stores are selling
them.
Tip: when buying clothes for warmth,
look for natural fibers such as 100
percent
cotton or wool. Wool will
keep it's warmth even when damp.
Avoid polyesters or synthetic. Always
read the labels for washing instruction.*!
Cotton is easily washed in warm water,
but wool should be dry-cleaned.

M llt M A 'i

*1YOURFULL SERVICEDRUG STOREAND MORE“

6 Pharmacists to serve you, with fast,
friendly service and advice:

f

MARI SMITH

MARY POLL

DAVID LOVELL

DICK BRILLIANT

0ARL PIERSMA

CjLARE PEIRSMA

FREE ADVICE WHENEVER YOU NEED
Ask our pharmacist any questions, at any time, on any of your health needs,
non-prescription or prescription, vitamins, remedies or other items.

QUESTIONS ON HEALTH OR RELATED TOPICS?
^Oi^Pharrm^
2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
STANDALE 7 MILES EAST ON M-45

My $2,000

A LLE N D A LE 2 MILES WEST ON M-45

By John Zagura
C ounseling Center

STUDENT DISCOUNT
WITH IP CARDS

LOW DISCOUNT PRICES
Call 895-4358 OR 453-4980 - We'll gladly quote you a price
on your prescription.
It was just another Friday
get-together with some of the gang
from the dorm: drink a few beers, shoot
a little
pool, relax after a week of
classes. A little late-Friday-afternoon,
end-o<-the-week celebration at our
favorite watering hole. Of course
everyone knows you can shoot pool
much better after several rounds of the
brew

I couldn't stay long, had to get back
for a date I had that evening And I
certainly didn't want to be late, not for
that one' So I put 'em down a little
faster than usual Besides, I thought
it'll give me a good buzz and that always
feels good Puts me in the right mood
for a date So an hour and four beers
later I was heading back to campus for
an evening that promised to be REAL
GOOD'
How was I to know that a cop would
be sitting just around the curve with
that "ray gun" of his. out to pick-off us
innocent college types
It s almost
unfair
And right there within a
quarter mile of the campus Can yOu
believe the nerve of that guy to stop
me for barely going seven mph over
the limit9 He contended I was weaving
That's a bunch of bull' Everybody
knows I'm a better driver after I've
downed a few Relaxed, more alert
quicker reaction
Couldn't possibly
have been weaving
And then he

made me "walk the line!" Sure No
problem. But you know what:
I
COULDN'T DO IT!!
And then the breathalizer As if all
this wasn't enough, several of my
friends drove by and saw me
You'd
think it would be against the law to
hoot and holler at someone going
through all the embarrassment I was
enduring That cop just smiled and
went right on reading me my rights
after he arrested me for "Driving Under
the Influence "
Then came the real hassles calling
someone to come bail me out, posting
bond, having to appear in court I really
wanted to beat this thing
It wouldn't
look good to have something like this
on my record going out for my first job
interviews
But lawyers dont come
cheap-2.000 bucks' Boy my dad and
mom hit the ceiling when they got that
bill I'll pay 'em back eventually, when I
get a job j_F_l get a |0b9 That lawyer
didn't do the trick I was convicted
This was getting expensive'
But the REAL DAMAGE was to my
ego I had to attend classes on jHQW
to DRINK RFSPONSIBLY. Hey. I can
be responsible for myself I don't need
somebody telling me how to be a
mature, responsible adult Or do I7
It was an expensive evening four
beers in one hour essentially cost me
$ 2 ,0 0 0
not
to
m e n tio n
embarrassment inconvenience and
now it's on my record

FAST, FRIENDLY PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
EASY PRESCRIPTION TRANSFER SERVICE
Just bring us the bottie, we'll do the rest.
While you’re here, browse
through our large American Greeting Card and Gift Department find
your favorite cosmetics from Revlon, Loreal, Aziza, Maybelline,
Cover Girl and more, Plus-School and office supplies, jewelry ^personal
care appliances, photo supplies, toys, candy and convenience foods
and morel!

PIERSMA PHARMACY, "your full service
drug store and m ore",also provides:
‘ Next Day or Free Photo Finishing 6 days a Week
*10% Student Prescription Discount
‘ Computerized Prescription Records
•Utility Bill Collection
‘ One Day Dry Cleaning Service
‘ Copy Machine Service—15c
‘ Postage Stamps
’ Large Selection of Generic Drugs ‘ Russel Stover Candy

We accept most 3rd party insurance programs including Medicaid, Grand Vafey
Health Plan, BCBS, PCS PAID. MESSA, SET. Health Care Network. Teamsters.
Aetna, Travelers, Medimet, and others.
"YOUR FULL SERVICE DRUG STORE AND MORE"

PIERSMA'S
P H A R M A C Y =1 *
447 Stondale Plain 6857 Lake Michigan Dr.
453-4980
895-4358
S»0ndoU
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Choir Off To
A Singing Start

The Lanthorn Quiz

Motion concluded the program with an
By Amy Klofkorn
energetic
and fun medley of Beach
Campus Life Editor
Boys tunes.
Future performances include the
Approximately 150 people attended
G.V.S.C.
Orchestra and Chamber
the choir's varied season opener.
Players,
conducted
by
Lee
Conductor Ellen Pool led five musical
Copenhaver
on
Sunday,
October
26;
sections on Sunday, October 19, in
Musical
Montage
conducted
by
William
Louis Armstrong Theatre.
The program opened featuring the Root on Monday, November-17; Choral
Grand Valley State College Singers Ensembles winter concert, Friday,
performing a series of folk and spiritual December 5; G.V.S.C. Orchestra and
songs.
Following the Madrigal Chamber Players with G.V.S.C. singers
Ensemble and Festival Chorale Women and Festival Chorale performing the
performances, the varsity men , "Gloria" by Francis Poulenc and
sporting sunglasses, sang a surprise conducted by Lee Copenhaver on
version of "Silhouettes." Music in Sunday, December 7.

Number the features from 1-12 in the
order that you read them, from your
favorite to your least favorite.
Sports
Front Page
"News
Blue Ave.
Campus Life
"Waves
Classifieds
Culture Calendar
Pop Life
D id You Know?
"Other
"Word Power
What’s the three things you like the
most about the Lanthorn?
1.

I rent

it was
three.....;
ago, l'm:j
I was lo<
compute
didn't he
so I hadi

2.
3.

What’s the three things you
least about the Lanthorn?
1.

iiKe

the

Seve
and I
absolute
place to I

________________________________

2.
3.'

FORMALLY PARTY TIME DELI

OPEN 24 HOURS
791-0740
D E L I HOURS

M-TH 1) -9P.M.
7RI-SAT 11-11P.M.
SUN 12-9P.M.

C O LD SAN D W IC H ES

ALWAYS AVAILABLE!

* ♦ »

• • • * * * • ♦ ♦ • * • ♦ * * * •

•
n o ttr tfif
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2.99 + fax
m

$
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*DELI SPECIAL*

3 Piece Chicken
Dinner
1/2 Lb. Fries
$ 2.69 + tax /
exp. 1&-29-86

WILSON AVE

*BEER SPECIAL*
BUDWEISER
-

6 PACK CANS

2.69

«

+ tax + dep

KEG PEER
FISH FRY
BBQ RIBS
W E T BUR R ITO S
C H IC K E N D E L I SUBS
P IZ Z A
G RO CERIES
BEER & W IN E
LIQ U O R

41 1 Wilson A\ c N W
Wilson just m>rth i >f 1.akc Mich I);

blue avenue
i-Pa/xG-, mAnDlT
'

h i5

C A fiE P .^ - r

A5 1CC PiWnfi O' <U

ANYTHIf
say7 I f
everythir
thing ot
happen©
fishing fo
reeled i
strange |
I rubbed:
a spectru
dance ac
I notic
embosst
letters ot
it read:

Other comments?
Drop your com pleted quiz in the
Lanthorn Quiz box at ZUMBERGE LIBRARY,
or mail to The Lanthorn, Kirkhof Center,
GVSC, Allendale, Ml, 49401. Thank you!!!

Journey To Another
World
By Lori Genix
Guest Writer

Have you ever thought what it would be like to have
your sight completely taken away? My sight was taken
away while doing an experiment ; even for a short period
of time, it’s a frightening and terrifying experience.
The feeling I had when I first put on the blindfold was
a total loss of security. I had perfect vision ail my life and
suddenly it was gone. Even if it was for a short time and I
knew I would see again within twenty minutes, the
darkness extinguished everything that existed. My whole
sense of direction was gone as I was guided to my
destination. My leader couldn't have any physical contact
with me at all. The only contact to be made was verbally,
as I very tentatively made my way across campus. Soon, I
noticed my other senses were extremely intensified.
Carefully listening for footsteps and voices, and judging
that relationship with distance, I reached out to hold
anything that felt familiar. I felt my world had been
tremendously limited. In a figurative way, I was an apple
without seeds, a tree without leaves, a rainbow without
colors.
I am now more aware of the amount of courage it
takes for a blind person to go out in public and deal with
life head-on, as well as all the pain and suffering and
anxiety they live with each day. I was blessed with the
ability to see and often take that blessing for granted
Through my short journey into the world of the blind, I now
know the feeling of darkness

"TrAvel
GoOdf

JuSTI

1-800J

312371
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Gather ’round
everyone, listen
closely as I tell
you....................

M y © m fe s t H
gfotantum
by C hris Farley
Copyright 1986

imber it very vividly,
tw o........ m aybe
wo or three years
iot quite sure, when
cing for a job as a
programmer, I
ve any experience
little trouble,
al weeks passed
till had no job,
no money and no
ve, I was desperate!
o uId
do
i. ..Prostitution you
aid anything not
. One day someof the ordinary
to me while I was
something to eat, I
a rather small,
ece of metal, when
ff the algae from it,
of colors began to
oss it's surface and
some words
in bright neon
both sides light up,

A/aNTed:
.ing SalESman"
nOney & we pAy
:Or gAS *
Call ToLL fREe:
42-3684-58394
Dther side)

must have gotten my radars
crossed.”

Since I deeded this job I
decided to let it go this time
and didn't say anrthing.
”1 am DrEWf REaGan*" The
voice replied "So! You wish
to be a Travelling Salesman
do you? Tell me, what is your
name Earthling?"
"Tony" I answered "Tony
Bagody"
1 see..... " he said unsure
"When can you start?”
I didn’t want to appear
desperate so I played it cool
and replied "What is this?
Some sort of trick question or
something?"
"I'm not a
magician kid, just answer the
question" DrEWf replied.
"When can you start?!"
"Right away" I told him .
"Can you work Sundays?"
DrEWf asked.
"Yes.ofcoursel" I answered.
"Will you mind being on the
road as your people say?"
"No.” I said.
"One last question.....what
‘ kind of transportation do you
have?"
"A 78 Chevette" I aswered
"O h." he said "W e'll
probably need to make a few
minor adjust- ments..... other
than that<Tony,your just what
we've been looking for for the
past
th o u sa n d
years,
welcome aboard!"

Wow! Thanks!" I said "What
will I be selling?"
"You'll be selling a wide
465 AsK FoR DrEWf
range of items, those from
Galactic Grape Pop to Deep
Space Deodorizers, You'll
understand all that tomorrow
Sounds good" I said.
dinner I decided I
"Very well Tony, i il send
ill this DrEWf and
someone
down tomorrow to
happens, and since
I free I figured "What make the adjustments in your
(To quote a famous car, that’s when I'll give you
ras morning when I your first instructions,until
baling the number, I then.....Macrandoa."
"Goodbye” I answered
i little suspicious of
That next
e thing when the back.
said "Tnank you for day I was awakened by
with Inter-Stellar someone knocking on my
tree trunk, I looked down
cations ''
d someone on the through the branches and
but it was in a very saw a man looking back up
inguage I had never at me.
"Tony" he yelled
«
lore
At first I thought it was my
i? DrEWf9" I asked
la n d lo rd ,
but
then
I
bemused voice remembered that DrEWf was
going to send someone to
1voice back:
English I'm sorry, I repair my car

"Your car is all set!" the
man said. "I hope you don't
mind, I fixed it while you were
up there sleeping."
OH
no, not at all" I said.
I clim bed down and
examined my car, it was quite
amazing, it had mirrored
w in d o w s
(a n d
the
am azem ent d id n 't stop
there!) when I opened up the
door to the driver's side I
didn’t see MUCH of a
difference.... except that the
steering wheel was missing,
and that the dashboard was
replaced by a huge panel
that had all these flashing
lights on it; there was a whole
bunch of monitors, 1 or 2
MILLION switches on the
panel, the seats were
different (they were a little
softer than my old seats) they
had a whole bunch of buttons
on them. As I looked inside,
something came to mind and
I decided to share it with the
repair man.
"How do you start it?"
"I don’t really have time to
give you a lesson kid, I've got
to get across the solar system
by 2 o'clock to repair a
broken air-conditioner on the
planet Mercury."
This maae sense to me
so I didn't argue with the
man.
"Don’t worry" He said
reassuringly as he pulled out
a medium-sized black box.
He told me it was a computer
(even though I already knew
that:
I'm
a com puter
programmer you know
"W hat's your favourite
color9>'tie asked
"Wnite." I said.
He punched a couple
buttons and then all these
lights started to flicker on and
off, all of a sudden out of thin
air, a small furry white
creature about 3 feet high
appeared right in front of me,
I looked at him closely and
became rather intrigued with
this little guy, I leaned closer
to him and said:
"You're a cute little devil
aintcha!"
The white creature leaned
forward as well, tweaked my
nose,and replied in a firm,
helium-injected voice.
"In your ear zit-face"
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"This is Spuz, your navigator and life skin felt incredibly tight against my
long friend." said the repair man "He’ll body..... the next thing I knew we were
answer all your questions, he knows shooting through space towards the
everything about anything............ and jungle side of azac-7 in my 78 Chevette.
anything about everything, any
"Any other questions?" Spuz asked
q u e s tio n s
you
have
about me.
"...... Y'know anything about girls?"
ANYTHING.... "
"..... Just ask me." Spuz finished.
* no relation.
I was really intrigued with Spuz, he
................ And that's when it all
had a plump furry white body, his eyes started, from that day on my life would
seemed to change color, barely never be the same. In my series of
noticeable if you didn't look closely events I encountered many places you
enough, he reminded me of a teddy may have heard of, many you may have
bear Ihave.
not. Each week I will share my stories
"Well, I guess that’s all you’ll be with you, so be ready, Gather 'round
needing from me kid, good luck." the everyone, listen closely as I tell
repair man said as he got in his own you........My Greatest Adventures.
mode of transportation and headed for
tt&e ctifr
the blue sky.
•
Spuz immediately
All characterizations and situations
headed for the passenger door and are herein trademarks of Farleyview
jumped inside my car, instinctively I Productions (1986).
followed.
"Pretty nice, huh Spuz?" I said.
"Sure is" Spuz replied.
GRAND VALLEY STATE PROGRAM BOARD
As Spuz and I began to talk, a loud
Til M SERIFS
PRESENTS
voice came booming over one of the
speakers inside the dashboard panel, it
was DrEWf with my first assignment!
"Bagody! Punch up sequence
X44-65-44 on your itemizer, I need you
to get a can of Stellar-Spit over to the
jungle side of azac-7, NOW! over."
How do you put the sequence in the
thingamizer" I asked Spuz.
"No problem" Spuz said as he
punched a few buttons on his side of
the panel. When he entered the last
digit, a bright light flashed in the
compartment which used to be my trunk
and then I saw a box marked
"STELLAR-SPIT" materialize in front of
SATURDAY 7 pm KIRKMOF CENTER
my eyes.
SUNDAY 7 pm & 9 pm LA T
"Okay, that’s it." Spuz said. Spuz
atudenla, j 2 n o n -« lu d « n l» "^ ^ ™
slowly aimed his finger between a forest
FUNDED BY GVSC STUDENT SENATE
of buttons and singled out a bright white
button, as he pressed it I heard a
muffled sound and then I noticed my

,eS

SSfo
rSf

Tickets

lu t i i i u i (* ii'o n iM liO f

(...ill ',1b BOOJ.’9rJ

■'ll I I i t i d e e r

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3th AT 9:00 PM
Grand Valley State Field House
Arena

* Entry form s available at Student
A ctivlte s

and are due there by October 28th.

MV SMALL ^AWMewT DlO
ME FeeL Bl£
a
cHeckT&e

space

at campus v ie w 3
oAM pU^

S P A c e A V A IL A B L E
C f\L L

Pr,/<?e

& ¥ S -U > 7 8

9 4 -9 - k 7 7 7

"

jOia.n Hoard
SluUe' I Go'
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Nov 25

Crew Club
Oct 24,25 Grand Valley Crew Club
Regajtta at Columbus, OH.
Meet at Ski Hill behind Physi
cal Plant. Car-Pooling. Bring
$$ for lunch. Come along for a
good time.

Collegiate Bible Studies
Schedule
Thurs; 7:00-8:30 on campus. For more
info, call Keith 538-9771 or John
459-3081 or Prof. Sturm 895-5115.
Oct.23
Commons Dining RoomProbability of Prophecy
Oct.30
Commons Dining RoomThe Meaning of the Cross,
John Bjorlie, Pres, of CBS

Culture Calendar
Oct 25
through
Jan 25
through
Mar 1
through
Feb 1

Nov 30

Oct 31

Nov9&

30

The GR Art Museum; Armand
Merizon: A Retrospective.
Distinctive seascapes,
GR Public Museum, 150 Sesquicentennial Exhibition: Out
of the Wilderness Exhibit
GR public Museum, Michigan
in 1835, Exhibit. Museum
hours; 10-5 Mon-Sat, Admis
sion $1 Adults, .50 kids. 54
Jefferson Ave. GR Ph:
456-3977
BLANDFORD NATURE
CENTER 1715 Hillburn NW„
9-5, M-F, 2-5 Sun. Ph: 4536192
8pm, F 2:30, 8pm, Sat & Sun
2:30 & 3:30pm, Roger B.
Chaffee Planetarium, Ph:
456-3977
Visitor’s night at James C.
Veen Observatory, on clear
nights only 8:30-11pm.
Guided tours of the Voigt
House Museum, 115 College
SE. GR

Dec 2

Career Planning &
Counseling Center
Students may sign up for these seminars
at the Career Planning & Counseling
Center, located in the Commons. Staff
members are available from 8am to 7pm
on Monday and 8am to 5pm Tuesday
through Friday. Ph:895-3266
Oct 22 Assertiveness Training,
5:30 - 7pm, 152 Commons
4 sessions, limit 12
sessions, I imit 12
Oct 22 Drinking = "Driving &
Thinking", 1-2:30pm , 152
Commons. *
Nov 5
Relationship Skills, 3-5pm,
2 Sessions, limit 12
Nov 5
Preparation for Graduation,
3-5 pm, limit 12, 152
Commons
Nov 10, Career Exploration, 3-5pm
11 2 Sessions, limit 12,, 152
Commons
Dec 1
Preparations for Exams,
7-9pm, North Commons
To Be
Seminar on Sexually TranAnnc'd
smitted Diseases. More
info later.

Audio Club
Oct 30

Sam Kinison and Carl Labove
at the State Theatre in
Kalamazoo, 8 p.m. Tickets
$13.50. Available ar all
Believe In Music, Ticketmaster, and the State Theatre
Box Office.

The Holocaust
Except for
all events
hour in rm.
Oct 29

the events on Nov 9 and 16,
are scheduled for the noon
102 Manitou.
Prof. Gilbert Davis, History of
anti-semitism
Nov 9, 16 "Shoah" of Claude Lanzmann,
Quad Theater, 2 pts, 1-5:30
Sun.
Nov 10
Prof. Mary DeYoung, the
family

WMAX CONCERT LINE
Nov 4
Nov 7
Nov 14

Parnell & Farnell
Micheal W Smith GVSC
Fieldhouse, tickets $14
Carman, Stadium Arena.

blue avenue

Bonfire

American Advertising
Federation (AAF)
Meets:

2 p.m. Thursday
5 p.m. Sunday
The Cove, Kirkhof Center
President: Katie Bolinger
All school of communications and
English majors welcome.

bring your ideas with you to pray with
fellow students...M-F 8:30 am located
Bay or Cove upstair^ Kirkhof. Also Tues.
night, 8:15-8:45 same location

non-christians to learn about Jesus. All
are welcomell Please come and check
us outll We meet every ,
Tuesday night at 9:00
in the Portside room
(downstairs KC)
Oct. 28 Servanthood
Character of the Bible
Nov 4
"Healthy dating relationships"
Nov 11
Is your heart fire burning?"
Nov 18
Thanksgiving-Praise
Nov 25
Making a difference in your
Dec 2
home, campus, career
"Who's #1 in your life?"
Dec 9
Lordship
Christmas - worship
Dec 16
For more information call Alicia
395-6077 or Dan 453-7132.

Chrfrth" Training Events^
Nov 14,15 Foundations of Discipleship
and Search the Scriptures
Dec 27-31 Market Place, integrating
Christian faith with your
career.
Jan 23-25 Mandate, a missions confer
ence.
Feb 13-15 Genesis '87 at the Hilton in
. K-zoo.
Rummer EventS-Cedar Campus, Chapter Camp School
of leadership training (SLT).
For more info on any of the above
contact Dan Fenner 453-7132.

Bible Studio

James

Mon. 9pm Kistler Dorm
895-6916 ask for Penny
Nurse's Christian Fellowhip (NCF)
Tues. 4pm Lk. Ml Hall contact
Debra, 532-2424, or Laurel
942-7773.
Wed 8-9:15 pm Copeland
Acts
Dorm, call 895-6066, ask for
Larry
Thurs. 9-10 Robinson Dorm
I Cor
contact Rashed 453-7132
Daily Praver Meetings^
Do you think this world needs prayer...

BOBBY McFERRIN
Dec 6

8pm, State Theatre, 404
Burdick, K-zoo, $12.50 He
uses his voice and body as
instruments to portray a
variety of characters.

Study Skills Workshops
Nov 3

Textbook Reading, 6:30,
110 Mak

See Culture, p.16

SPECIALIZING IN
Junior, Misses & Queen Size Clothing
♦ SPECIAL*

THE
GARMENT BAG

i

SHOW STUDENT I.D.
RECIEVE
20% OFF ANY ITEM.

(not including sale items)
exp. 10-29-86

6837 Lake Mi Dr
895-5103

HOURS:

MON-FRI 10-5:30
SAT 10-4

PETER GABRIEL
Nov 17

Comedy
Nov 5

$3 Reservations, $2 gen
eral admission
Silverwind, East Kentwood
Auditorium
Greg Volz, Kim Boyce

8pm Joe Louis Arena, Detroit,
Ml, $16.00 reserved at Joe
Louis Arena Box Office,
Hudsons, & all Ticketworld
Outlets. 313-567-7500

SAM KINISON
LOUDER THAN HELL TOUR
Nov 3
8pm Michigan Theatre (Ann
Arbor.) Tickets $10 at
Michigan Theatre, 313-6688405 & all TicketWorld lo
cations.

TOGA DANCE!!
Oct 24

Bacchus & Zet Delta Chi
invite you to a Dancing in the
sheets Toga Dance &
Rootbeer kegger.
Lower
Kirkhof, $1 donation 9pm-2am
free mugs.

Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship (IVCF)
is a inter-denominational Christian
organization that allows both Christian &

*"lnvent"a new name fo r our Great
Benedict Breakfast and eat $11
w orth of free food in either the
Galley or Deli.
‘ Place your entries by Oct. 28,
1986 in either the Galley or Deli
‘ Forms available from the Galley.
Be sure to include Name, Address,
Phone.
*Winners will be contacted
by phone Nov. 10, 1986.

francois cauvin
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Cross Country Runs Memorial
who graduated from CMU. Drenth
passed away last June at the age of 24,
in Eugene, Oregon. The cause of
death was believed to be arrhythmia, a
heart rhythm disturbance, Jeff had had
since childhood.
While at CMU, Drenth won the
Mid American Conference Cross
Country title two times and was the fifth
man on a second-place U S cross
country
team
at the World
Championships Club Nike extended
an invitation to Jeff to run for Athletics
West, a prestigious running club based
in Eugene, Oregdn. CMU's coach,

By Deanna McVicar
News Staff
The colors of fall were at their peak of
brilliance under the deep blue sky of
last Saturday morning. A more perfect
day could not have been hoped for as
runners from Eugene, Oregon as well
as six native Michigan squads toed the
starling line.
The race was established by Central
Michigan University in memory of Jeff
Drenth, an All-American and 3-time
National Cross Country Team member

Running first for the Lakers was Chris
Jeff's brother Walt, says, 'That was the
Karas
clocking a 27:11 for 16th place
dream, to be on Athletics West. He
Ed
Kissel,
back on track ran 35th with
thought he had died and gone to
Bob Christian following in a close 38th
heaven."
From heaven is where Jeff Drenth place. Scott Stone took 44th with a
looked on Saturday as his former friend personal best time. Rounding out the
and AW teammate, Pat Porter won the top 5 men was Jim Clabausch in 46th.
The course was somewhat slow due
Jeff Drenth Memorial Run in 24:52.
CMLLpulled together in memory of their to the long grass and wet conditions
fallen teammate, taking five places out but will make the runners that much
of the first seven in a low score of 26. tougher for Conference next week.
Ferris and the University of Detroit were Ferris and Hillsdale will battle it out for
second and third, respectively, while the Conference title with Saginaw
Grand Valley took fourth beating two Valley as the dark horse. The meet will
be held Saturday in Big Rapids
teams.

Lakers Blow 22 to 0 Lead
By Adrian White
Staff W riter

a 17 yard pass for a touchdown.
Schuler scored on the two point
conversion to give the Lakers a
comfortable 15-0 lead at the end of
the first quarter.
Grand Valley scored on their first
possession in the second quarter on
a four yard run by Ray Buckner. The
extra point was good and the Lakers
led 22-0, with 9:52 remaining in the

The Grand Valley State football
team lost a heartbreaker last
Saturday to the Hillsdale Chargers by
the score of 25-22. The 7,000
football fans received more than
their money worth as they watched
the Chargers erase an 22-0 deficit.
The Lakers came out of the locker
room with fire in their eyes Guy
Schuler was the first to score for the
Lakers as ran in from six yards out
Nick Henttonen's extra point attempt
was good and the Lakers led 7-0
With just 1 09 left in the first quarter
Schuler hit tightend Tom Kazen with

K ali.

i

The Chargers started their
electrical comeback on a 28 yard
field goal by Mike Vear. With just 20
seconds left in the half Bryan Boyse
hit Scott Sugg on a 14 yard pass for a
touchdown At the half Grand Valley
had the edge on Hillsdale 22-10

Soccer Club Romps
By Tom Richardson
Staff W riter
The Grand Valley soccer club faced
Grand Rapids Reformed last
Tuesday in dismal weather
conditions The weather though it
was intolerable was the least of the
Bible Reforms worries They had to
contend with five unanswered goals
in me first naif

Leading the onslaught was Forrest
Farmer scoring two of the five goals.
Matt Krysan and Ken Maxwell as well
The Lakers went on to a 7-1 victory
Even though the Lakers trounced
Bible Reform they will have to set
their minds on tough Michigan State
squad this weekend Goalie Todd
Springer will have to keep playing
good games in the goal

Hillsdale ate up most of the clock in
the third quarter on their first
possession of the half. Boyse found
Jeff Gatt for a seven yard touchdown
pass with 6:57 left in the third
quarter. Mike Vear kicked 28 and 38
yard field goals to knot the score up
at 22-22.
The Lakers had the ball with 15
seconds rem aining and the
opportunity to go fgr the win or the
tie . They fumbled the ball and
Hillsdale recovered it with 9 seconds
left. Hillsdale coach decided to^put

Brent Earl in the game instead of
Vear to kick ’.he 40 yard field goal
Lowry's strategy payed off as the ball
sailed throutgh the uprights for the
winning score.
Boyse played extremely well inthe
game ashe completed 19 out of 36
passes for 242 yards and two
touchdowns. Schuler was 8 for 18
for 109 yards and 1 touchdown. Dan
Reeves had 19 tackles and Darrell
Smith played a so lid game for the
Lakers.

\> ,i Marine ( )fficcr you could be in charge nf a
Mach 2 * 1 .VISA, a vertical lake-off Harner or
one of our other |eLs or helicopters And you could

or |unior. ask about our Platoon Leader- (.Iass
program If you're a senior cheek mil our Officer

do n by the time you re 23 but it takes a special
commitment on your part Vie

from SlH.OOO lo $2 i.OOO And you can
couni on going
farther
faster

demand leaders at all levels
We teach you to be one If
you re a freshman, sophomore.

i jndidate (Jass po,grams Starling salaries are

Gofarther.
faster.

Hvrek>»king/urnle*fflooJmm.

Women Harriers
Run at MSU
By Deanna M cVicar
Staff W rite r

The womens cross country team
• 'j.fl'e d to East Lansmg for the MSU
■. mtionai last weekend After a 45
mote delay tor the frost to melt away
•-» 12 team field finally started the
•j-.e
Smce the course had to be
oo’ed due to an excess ot water ,n
mc low areas it was rumored that me
md mile was somewhat long
R smg to the pressure ot tie stiff
competition was freshman Amy Young
a no led the Lakers Next came Laura
Moose and Gad Hoffman
Luanne
Meyers b r o u g h t in the fourth position

a

:n Pam Rupper: a” d Rjm Kroll close

K h rqrj

Com m enting
on the tough
ocmpet'tion CcacK Mart n says it was "a
good experience tor them to he'p tor
conference''
get an idea ct the
cahber of talent that the meet ottered
BOAhng Green tC0'< ’ ’"'e team trophy
•c.iowed by U of M Cho S’ ate
Hdisdale MSJ EMU Maoomc 3nd
Grand Valley beating 4 other teams
Next week the Lakers will have to use
tneir resources wisely against Hillsdale
and Ferns m the Conference meet
Saturday at Big Rapids Katke Gob
Course

To

Call 1st Lt. Galvin at 1-800-292-1969 to set up
an on-campus interview on September 23 or 24
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Pistons Have Question Marks
By Rodrick Wells
S ports Editor
This time of year all of the teams in
the National Basketball Association
have high hopes and dreams of a
N.B.A. championship. Some teams
have decided they needed a facelift
and made wholesale changes. While
others such as the Boston Celtics
decided to stay with what they have.
Our Detroit Pistons decided they
needed to make changes. They
brought in Adrian Dantley, Sidney
Green, John Salley and Dennis
Rodman. Out went Kelly (crybaby)
Tripucka, Kent Benson, John Long
and Mike Gibson. The Pistons made
gains in these trades, but are they
enough?
It depends on your
definition of enough. The Pistons
record should improve but, unless
they make another trade they will
have the same results as in previous
years.

The guard position is solid but
lacks height. Teams with big guards
will have big scoring games against
the"Mickey Mouse" backcourt. With
Isiah Thomas at guard they will always
have solid guard corps. Isiah will have
a great season mainly because the
addition of Adrian Dantley. The
Pistons won't have to depend on
Thomas late in the game for baskets,
instead his leadership will come to
the forefront.
Joe Dumars is coming off a
fantastic rookie season. Dumars
takes some of the ballhandling
responsibilities off of Isiah's hands.
The thing that makes Dumars really
special is his magnificent defensive
play.
Vinnie Johnson is a "Dial Joneser"
up one game and down another.
Johnson being only 6-2 hurts on the
defensive end. Vinnie could help
the team but I personally feel he is
expendable.Tony Campbell is on his

GLIAC Notes
‘ The GLIAC men's cross country
championship is set for this Saturday,
October 25 at Katke Golf Course in Big
Rapids. Defending league champion
Ferris State is the host school and
features two of last year's top ten
finishers in senior Mike Kloss (Perry),
who finished seventh a year ago, and
sophomore Dan Ebright (Suttons Bay),
who was eighth
The top
two
contenders are expected to be
Hillsdale and Saginaw Valley Hillsdale
is led by All-Am erican Paul
Aufdemberge, who was second in last
year's GLIAC race, while SVSC has
three All-Americans in Robert Lemuel,
Rich Genson, and Neal Rogers
Starting time for the GLIAC cross
country meet is 11 a m
‘ Northwood Institute ended its eight
game losing streak in football with a
21-20 win over Wayne State, despite a
’ 00-yard rushing effort by Tartar senior
m n in q
back
Vic
Chenault
(Detr^
enedictine) Chenault carried
the ball 34 times md scored all three
WSU touchdowns
‘ In a battle of quarterbacks. Ferris
State's Dave DenBraber (Grand
Rapids/West Catholic) completed 18 of
26 passes for 220 yards ar.d four
touchdowns, and scored another
himself in the Bulldogs' 55-41 win over
Michigan Tech in the "Boyne B .vl" in
Harbor Springs
Michigan Tech quarterback Dave
Walter set an NCAA II record in the
game with 85 plays He completed 30
of 63 passes for 369 yards and rushed
22 times for 88 yards for 457 yards in
total offense
‘ Ferns State head volleyball coach Jill
Hirschinger reached the 100-win
milestone at FSC in the Lady Bulldogs'
wm against Oakland University October
16 In her third season at Terns State
Hirschinger is 101-15 for a winning
percentage of 871
‘ The 1S86 Great Lakes Conference
women's tennis tournament is set for
this weekend October 24 25 at me
Midland Community Tenn.s Center
r wo t.me detendmg champion Fe"-s
State is a heavy favorite a‘tef breec ng
match season a nn.ng
cughsever 'magu,e "~at;Kes by a 9 5

score. Wayne State and Lake Superior
both finished 5-2 in GLIAC play.
Defending singles champions from
1985 are Ferris State senior Effie
Mitrovich (Warren/Fitzgerald) at number
one singles, sophomore Janet
Milczarski (Detroit/Livonia Ladywood) of
Hillsdale at number three singles, and
Ferris State sophomore Jana Pearson
(Battle Creek/Harper Creek) at five
singles.
‘ Northwood knocked off Grand
Valley in volleyball October 15 in a
two-and-one half ho.ur five-game
match. Northwood's LeDesa Schultz
( Essex ville /M ichigan
Lutheran
Seminary) and Grand Valley's Carmen
Bolden (Grand Rapids/Central) both
had 33 kills in the match with Schultz
recording 96 attacks
The Lakers'
Jeanine DeLano (Grand Rapids/East
Kentwood) had 76 assists and NTs Jill
Kotelnicki
(Sterling
Heights/Stevenson) had 66 in the
marathon match
‘ Michigan Tech's Pat Lencioni (White
Pine) finished first in the Viking
Invitational cross country race at
Lawrence University (Wl) last week.
Lencioni had a time of 27:28 on the
8.000-meter course
MTU finished
second in the meet

way out of Detroit. Campbell has the
most atricious shot selection on the
team and doesn’t have good
basketball sense. The Pistons will
have to admit that they wasted a draft
pick.
The forward position is where the
Pistons have made the most
improvement. Adrian Dantley is an
asset because he improves the
inside game 100%. He shot 56%
from the field and led the league in
free throws attempted. Those who
worry about his defense should
wonder where were the Dominique
Wilkens and the Mark Aguirres at
while the 6-5 Dantley was shooting
all those free throws. Rookie Dennis
Rodman (6-8) will back up Dantley.
Rodman has played great during the
preseason.
The tandem of John Salley (6-11)
and Sidney Green (6-9) at power
forward will mean 20 pionts and 12
rebounds a night. Salley is a great

passer and shot blocker, while Green
is the scorer andthe rebounder.
Bill Laimbeer is an excellent
rebounder who needs a couple of
inside moves to go with his jump
shot. Laimbeer won't get as many
rebounds as last year due to the
newcomers, but he will be a better
all around player. Rick Mahorn is a
question mark at back-up center.
The Pistons main problem is their
lack of height overall. Dantley will
eventually have to put in some time
at the guard slot. If Vinnie Johnson
starts Daily will have to start John
Salley and if Joe Dumars starts they
can go with Sidney Green. The
Pistons will have to get another
rebounder to compete in the
physical Eastern Conference. If the
Pistons don't make another trade it
will be the same old story. Wait to
next year.

I.M. Softball Champs
Independent.............................. ............................. Go-Nads
Residence H all.......................... ............................ Brewhas
W om en......................................... ............................ W hatever
C o-Rec........................................ ........................... Cubbies
*AII-CamDus............................... .......................... Go-Nads _
HOURS

(T E M P O R A R Y )

MON. - THIJR. 5:30PM-10PM
FRI. 1PM-10PM
SAT. 10AM 10PM

538-7887
4328 S. Division
Kentwood, Ml
49508

• NEW •
•USED*
COLLECTABLES

WANTED: Your used tapes & records
3
Aim’' :‘(<
vtnl
'ZrJ

Major & Independent
D om estic Labels

• • • • •
Present this card for 10% off
all purchases
thru Nov. 30, 1986

ALLENDALE WOMEN’S
CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE
UNION ASKS...
"DID YOU KNOW?"
Crack-Crystallized cocaine that
is cut into tiny pieces called
"rock" can be produced for
enormous profits using
ingredients found in any
kitchen. The tiny crack
crystals, which are smoked, are
sold m vials originally designed
to hold computer chips. The
economics of drug dealing has
produced entrepreneurs in all
sections of New York City
Coca.ne costing $1200 can
yield crack worth $4000 at

street prees
sponsored by
Vernon's Hardware

t************************tt*V (t****» *****» t*
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Rowing Club Sweeps
Head of Maumee Regatta

T

B y Rich Reitsma

Not even the fal! flood could-dampen
the spirits of the Grand Valley Rowing
Club: Saturday, October 1 i , they
traveled to Toledo, Ohio for the "Head
of Maumee" Regatta where both the
men's and women's teams won first
place. The women beat University of
Toledo with a time of 23:01 (for 3.5
miles) and the men beat Xavier (for
2,000 metres) with a time of 6:35.
Other competing teams were University
of Michigan, Notre Dame, North
Western, and Detroit. Though this was
a new type of race for the club, they
found that hard work and good
teamwork does pay off. Members of
the club who competed were:
Coxswain Dani Ogle, women's boat:
Brenda Hubley, Deb Webb, Amy Uber,
and Linda Toman (new recruit). In the
men's boat, the rowers were: Don

Durecki, Rich Reitsma, Barry Klein, and
Todd Barton (also a new recruit).
Saturday, October 18, GVSC Crew
Club had a Row-a-thon fund raiser to
raise money for individual dues. The
team rowed 26 miles, from Grand Valley
to Grand Rapids and back. An event
which the club has done every
semester for several years, the team
broke all previous records when they
rowed to the bridge separating the
Gerald R. Ford Museum, and the
Amway Hotel (13 miles from campus) in
a record 4 hours. Varsity oarsmen and
new recruits all rowed together and
everyone learned a great deal, despite
the long and exhausting row.
The team is looking forward to a good
performance next Saturday, October
25 at the Ohio State Regatta in Toledo,
Ohio and hopes to come back with
some medals.
The club is still
accepting new members.

LAKER
ATHLETE
OF THE WEEK
3

Cheech's Predictions
The Lakers lost a tough one
to the Hillsdale Chargers. The
big question is whether the
Lakers will be able to bounce
back.
The injury to Tom
Kazen hurts the Lakers a
great deal. Northern Michigan
is a better team than their
record indicates. The Lakers
can't afford to make the same
mistakes they did against
Hillsdale. Darrell Smith is
turning into the leader on
defense but needs help from
the defensive line. Schuler
will have to have a banner
against Northern Michigan. It
will be a hard fought game,
but Northern doesn’t lose at
home to often. I haven't lost
confidence in the Lakers but
they will have too prove my
prediction wrong.
G ra n d V a lle y S ta te
N o rth e rn M ic h ig a n

24
28

M l
MmP

/M a e '

:!:r

T-vif

;Vc>

■d

CC'.

Pro Picks
C hicago over D etro it
K.C. over Tampa Bay
R aiders over H ouston
M inn, over C leveland
N .England over B u ffa lo
M iam i o ver In d ia n a p o lis
Jets over New O rleans
C in cin n a ti o ve r P itts.
P h illy o ve r SanDiego
San F. o ver Green Bay
Dallas o ver S t.L o u is
A tla n ta o ver L.A. Rams

Last week I was 11 out
D enver o ve r Seattle
15. My overall record is
G iants o ver W a sh in g to n
48 out of 75 for 64%.

D arrell S m ith a s e n io r o u ts id e lin e b a c k e r
fo r Grand Valley State reco rd e d 16 ta c k le s
in the Lakers 25-22 loss to H illsdale.

4 *

{th s ri*

A
o

If You Don’t Know

REGULAR SUB

D Know
IA MYourOJeweler
NDS

100% Juice Drink
and Salad
3.24! _

Only S

For special prices on diamonds, watches
& jewelry, visit your nearest

FOX^S*

i

$
$

645 Cherry S.E.

454-8251
Hours for donations:
M - Th 7a.m. - 4 : 1 5p m
T & F 6a.m. - 3:30 p m
C lo s e d W e d n e s d a y s
H e lp others & redeye a $10 bonus w ith
Y our f ir s t Plasm a D o n a tio n , P lus this C oupon
for First visit daring the week
S12

Mon Sat 11 CO

DELI SUBS
•.V s o u p s
SALADS

895-5487

Ci ~ a ' ) Si 11

. ffiairCof t

Cherry Street

Plasma Center

MO' JH

0 4281 ake r.Vjhigan
Allendale

Downtown, Rogers Plaza,
North Kent, and Woodland

$

%

$
$

o f H ollan d a n d a llen d eie

H a ir Designers

&

Tanning Salon

Students, don't let y o u r s u m m e r tan fade'
COUPON

HOURS
Tues-Fri 9am-7pm
Sat9am-2pm

. PERM SPECIAL! .

Reg. $40.00 now $35.00
1
$35.00 INCLUDES HAIRCUT [
eo

„ j.

for second ms :: during the week

Karn Kxtra Income Weeklv B> Donating Plasma

|

5900 I . A k K M ICH DR.
NEAR IMF. GOAL POST

,;|u , „
\ ( \i i
fa S')5-"151
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Cancelli Excels in the Classroom
By Sue Driesenga
Today's athlete has taken a beating
recently. Talk of drugs and low
grades has taken its toll. However,
Lisa Cancelli of Grand Valley State is
the new breed of student-athlete
needed to break this mold.
The 6-0 senior from Bridgeport is not
your stereotypic athlete. Not only
does Cancelli excell on the volleyball
and basketball court, but this Criminal
Justice major holds a 3.45 grade point
average.
Cancelli began her volleyball and
academic careers at Western Michigan
University. She started and lettered
on the Western Michigan team that
went 32-1 in 1983.

"W a v e s ”

from p. 3

ecological
in teractio ns
which
collectively are called selection-the
ecological interactions the organisms
have with their physical environments,
with organisms of other species and
with members of their own species.
Selection is measured by the effect
that these interactions have on the
organism's reproductive success--the
number of times copies of its genes
transmitted to the next generation.
The design that we observe in living
organisms invoves adaptations for
survival and reproduction. The modern
scientific theory concerning how
evolution has and is still occuring both
explains and predicts the evolution of
design in terms of selection as a force
giving adaptive direction to evolution.
Adaptive evolution is generated by
ecological causes that have genetic
consequences
Given enough time a monkey
punching away at random on a
typewriter could produce all the works
of Shakespeare.
The qualifying
phrase is, of course, given enough
time.
The sociobiologist Richard
Dawkins, in his new book, THE BLIND
WATCHMAKER, agrees with Craig
James that the evolution of complex
adaptations would have occured if the
evolution merely invoved one-step
selection Dawkins goes on to point
out that single step theories of
selection misrepresent the modern
theory of adaptive evolution by
selection There is a big difference
between Darwinian cumulative
selection theory (in which each
adaptive improvement , however
slight, is not only used as the basis for
future building, but is found in many
The L a n th o rn S p orts D ep artm en t
regrets e rro rs o f fa ct In the Tom
S antarlas s to ry last
week (page
14).
S a ntarlas a c tu a lly won the
m atch 1-Q.

The Boss
Baffler
Answer to last w eek's
question: L.A. Raiders
This w eek's q u e s tio n :
Who was the youngest
man to win the heavy
weight cham pionship?

the team so far to an 18-2 record
overall, 6-0 in the conference.
Without a doubt, Cancelli fs the spark
that fires up this Laker team. "I want to
make the team expect great things
from themselves," Cancelli stated.
Head volleyball coach Joan Boand
speaks nothing but praise for Cancelli.
"Lisa provides leadership and
momentum to the team," said Boand.
"She has great skill and ability, and is a
tremendous all-around player who
plays hard all the time."
Volleyball is not the only sport that
Lisa gives her all to. Cancelli is one of
the few college athletes that
participates in two sports.
After the
volleyball season is over, Cancelli
trades the volleyball in for a basketball.
Since the basketball season is in full

swing by the "time the volleyball
season ends, Cancelli has her work
cut out for her. But, this doesn’t stop
her. "I have to work harder at
basketball than volleyball, but I know
my capabilities."
Pat Baker, head basketball coach,
states that the volleyball season puts
Cancelli behind in basketball, but
stresses, "Lisa has the knowledge
and the ability. She puts in 100% for
the team."
After graduation this May, Cancelli
plans to return to Grand Valley to get a
degree in accounting and later attend
the Grand Valley State College Police
Academy, a rigorous 13 week program
similar to an army boot camp.
Cancelli is a tremendous player, both
on and off the court.

individuals in the population as theresult of selective reproduction) and "V io le n c e " from p. 1
the erroneous single-step theory collected books." Those who followed
version in which each new try "is a Othman and Omar and Abu-Bakr
fresh one."
before him became the Sunni. The
The monkey randomly bashing at Koran is said to contain Allah's rules.
the keys of a typewriter is a poor The Muslims believe these rules to be
analogy because the monkey has to basic rules of life; thus, this group of
start over each time with a fresh sheet Muslims became the Sunni.
of paper. Put the monkey in front of
Taher revieled the most confusing
the keyboard of a computer that part of Muslim faith which American
accumulates all correct letters. The Christians question. "If- a (Islamic)
computer is now simulating the person does not believe in Jesus
environment and is generating Christ, he is not a Muslim," he said.
selection retaining those letters in the
Taher said he would cover these
punched phrase, that most closely areas in detail as well as the
resembles the target phrase, a relationships of Palestine and Israel.
sentence from one of Shakespeare’s Additionally, he will explain how Iraq,
works in this computer simulation. Iran, Lybia, Syria, Lebanon, Arabia and
Dawkins programmed an Apple America fit in the picture of violence in
computer to do the work of the the Middle East.
monkey randomly punching the 26
Dr. White said, "I'll be drawing
alphabet keys followed by cumulative analogies of the influence of religion in
selection.
The Apple computer terrorism." He specializes in terrorism
program m ed
to sim ulate
and counterterrorism studies. "The
neoDarwinian evolution by cumulative more a person engages in religious
selection produced the adaptive activity when he is a fanatic, he tends
phrase "Methinks like a weasel" in a to be more violent," said Dr White.
mere 43 generations
Ginger Randall, a spokesperson in
H J Muller, the geneticist who the International Students Office, said,
received the Nobel prize for "I've learned so much from talking to
demonstrating that radiation could him (Taher)." She explained that most
cause mutations, published an essay Americans get all they know about the
entitled "One Hundred Years Without world from news sources
"We’ve
Darwin are Enough" in 1959 Another given him the opportunity to speak to
25 years without an adequate groups in the area; he's a good
understanding of Darwin's adaptive speaker and a good student," she said.
evolution by selection theory is too
Bahrain, Taher's home, is a small
much'
island-state east of the Arabian
P S Those readers who can't wait penninsula and north of Qatar in the
until Darwins' book is purchased by Arabian Gulf (Persian Gulf).
Zumberg library can read "Creation and
The Bahrainis are technologically
Natural Selection" by Richard Dawkins ahead of other states on or near the
in the September 25, 1986 issue of Gulf
Bahrain is an international
New Scientist
banking center handling over $23
By P rofessor Carl Bajema
billion a year in the last couple of years
An American military base is located
there and Bahrain was the first of the

Gulf states to draw oil, to build an
airpod, to install a telecommunications
network using satellites and the first to
introduce public education.
Education is the reason Taher came
to the United States. In a biography he
entitled "My Educational Life," Taher
began,"Education in my Country is not
encouraged by the families, because
they are afraid that their children will
become corrupted. In a way they think
that their children will be estranged
from the family."
Planning for several years to leave
his country to pursue education, Taher
arrived in the U.S. in December 1984.
The discussion he and Dr. White will
hold is at noon in the Louis Armstrong
Theater and will last about an hour.

In 1984, Cancelli left Western
Michigan and brought a winning spirit
to Grand Valley. • However, it was
academic reasons, not volleyball, that
brought Cancelli to Grand Valley. "I
came to Grand Valley for its Criminal
Justice program. I didn't even think of
volleyball," said Cancelli. "I was more
concerned with getting a good
education."
This transfer from Western Michigan
became Grand Valley's gain. Last
season, Cancelli lead the Lakers with a
.369 hitting percentage, 56 solo
blocks and118 assists. She was
voted Most Valuable Player in the
Great Lakes Conference and was
selected on both the All-Conference
and the GLIAC Academic team. As
co-captain this season, she has lead
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Photographer

Arthur

Radlich was walking to
work Tuesday when
he saw the sun sifting
through the

fo g

The

earth held captive by
a blanket ol opaque
air

Staff Photographer Iodd Saylor
had a similiar vision when he saw.
Saturday morning that the evening

of moonshine had clothed the
ground w th frost
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THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

S c is '•

p o n ’i

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Quotes
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Monday's child is fair of face
Tuesdays child is full of grace
Wednesday’s child is loving and giving
Thursday's child works hard for a Long
; nday's child is full of woe
Saturday's child has far to go
Put the child that is born on the
Sabbath day
H brave and bonny and good and gay
by R I Faqeon
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Labor one of the processes bv which
A acquires properly for B

He that has patience may c omp as s
anything

-F rancoe Rabelais

Ambrose Bierce
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H o s p ita lity M a n a g e m e n t
A s s o c ia tio n
()< • 23

5pm meeting 11 5 MAK. new
members welcome
Oct 24
Tour of Cygnus. atop the
Amway Grand Plaza Hotel at
4pm
N ow N o v 13 M&M Candy Sale
50c
Available in 108 Ash or from
any HMA member
Nov 14 16 trip to Chicago (details to be
announced)
The Hospitality Management Association
(HMA) is organized for further
understanding and knowledge ot the
hotel.
restaurant,
and tourism
management fields It is a great cahnce
to meet new people and make triends in
this growing service industry The HMA
is located in 108 ASH. X3167

NOTE:
invites all student org
a n iza tions to publish their schedules and
activities in the Lanthorn
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For Sale

To insure Peace of Mind i gnore the
Rules and Regulations
-George Ade

Lost and Found
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Rooms for Rent
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I ravel
Earn
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For

available

more into t al l ( 6 l 2 i 780 9324, or write

benefits
Call
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I (800) 47 3 7747 for a complete into

94 14
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NT.

MN
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work
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fast,
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Papers . 15,278
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Lo s

I ()|,l FREE Hot Line
Ext
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Research, 11322 Idaho,
Angeles

90 025

1 800 351 0222.

RI DI NG

rides, sunset rides, horse drawn

hayndes.
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letters

self addressed
i nf or mat i on

f rom

PAID: For
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stamped

Send
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for
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SPECIAL:

S 5 : 0 0 For 1 hour
Ride wi t h or
wi thout a guide Weekdays thru Oct
Beautiful color wooded Lrailss Also 2 3
hour

S60.00

r c mai l i n g

Box 95 B NJ 07203
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Place sour ad in the classified section
for under S2 00 today' For more mf >

HORSESHOE

TRAV EL

FIELD
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Gain val uabl e mar ket i ng experi ence
while
ea r n i ng
money
Campus
representative needed i mmc d i a t l y for
spri ng

break

t ri p

to

Fl or i da

Cal l

Campus Marketi ng at I 800 282 6221
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